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Abstract: The idea for this article grew out of the joint attempt of a linguist, an anthropologist, a
filmmaker, and Indigenous storytellers to find ways to make Indigenous stories of deserted places
and seemingly uninhabited places understandable. We present here stories in different languages,
namely Surgut Khanty and English, as told by Khanty and Forest Nenets semi-nomadic reindeer
herders, hunters, and fishermen, all inhabitants of the Western Siberian Forest.
Together, we decided on a collaborative and multidisciplinary methodology in order to find
polyphonic and multilayered ways of presentation, translation, and interpretation of the Khanty
and Nenets stories.
The result is a form of presentation that might simultaneously serve diverse audiences: the ones
that might read the text of a Khanty story in the written standard of Surgut Khanty. We have
recorded Khanty stories in Russian language and present them in a short film for the
Russian-speaking Khanty, and especially the Khanty youth, part of whom have lost their ancestral
language, as well as other non-indigenous inhabitants of Russia. We provide the English translations
of the Khanty and Nenets stories with an ethnographic commentary for a global audience
interested in the content and context of these stories and the messages the Khanty wish to deliver.
In the first part we recount several Khanty stories, a story told by a Forest Nenets living in the
Khanty community and a lecture by a Khanty scholar. In the second, we provide metadata,
ethnographic commentaries, and explanations in order to stress the significance of the stories
presented.
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I Stories
The stories display Indigenous concepts of environment and places for humans to
avoid. The interpretation focuses on notions of respect and avoidance in relation not so
much to space, but to notions of home for the non-human beings and ancestors. The
stories deal with the village of the dead, the cemetery, abandoned and deserted houses,
and possible consequences as well as possible avoidance strategies for risky encounters
with the deceased relatives and different categories of non-human beings and spaces
inhabited by them. We have to emphasize that from the indigenous point of view, there is
no empty or uninhabited space, i.e. this dichotomy of sedentary cultures does not make
much sense. Settlements might be visited rarely and the space be populated sparsely by
small seminomadic pastoralist or hunter communities. Their understanding as uninhabited
is clearly a colonial misunderstanding.
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The audio-recording along with a transcription of the spoken version in IPA,
translations and linguistic glossing for this story is available online:
http://www.oudb.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/?cit=1524

I.1 Vasilii Usanov: Йимәң пуҳәӆнә1
Кат қуҳән вӓраҳтәккән.
Әй қуйәӆ йәҳәӆәӆ: «Ма йимәң пуҳәӆа мәнӆәм. Йимәң пуҳәӆнә йәм».
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As this text was recorded in Yugan Khanty, the native language of Vasilii Usanov. We provide it
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Әй қуйәӆ йәҳәӆәӆ: «Ма қот пәрийа ӑӆинтӆәм».
Әй қуйәӆ қот пәрийа ӑӆинт, әй қуйәӆ йимәң пуҳәӆа мән.
Йимәң пуҳәӆа мәнәм қө ыӆә ӑӆинт тɵ̆вә. Йɵ̆вин әй ӆатнә әй имилиңки нɵ̆қ пит.
Тɵ̆т мән. Тɵ̆м қотнам мән. Мӓс йәңк кәнҷҷаҳә әййаҳәӆнам, мӓс йәңки инҳәӆнат
пәрҳинам мән.
Панә кӱрәӆ тɵ̆вә нӱртәмтәтәҳ. Ҕи имилиңки тɵ̆т ыӆә ваңкләкинт.
«Йәҳән ҕут, әссән ҕут амплиңки, тэм мәта пи тоҳи кӧрҳәм. Сɵ̆ккәң йӱңкәӆ, пунәң
йӱңкәӆ ҕэҳә кӧрәҳ. Моқи пә әнтә вуйэм. Ҕи ай мөқәм ӆапәттә мӓс йәңкам ҕәт ыӆә
ӑккәтэм. Өс қɵ̆йаҳинә мәӆөйәм?»
Ҕу йисңәӆнат, ҕу кӧӆәӆнат итпә мәнӆ.
Аӆәңҳә йәҳәм ӆатнә, нɵ̆қ киӆ. Тɵ̆вә пәрҳинам мән. Ҕу қот пәрийа ӑӆинтәм қуйәӆ
ким пӓләки ӓӆә виҳиӆӆәтәҳ: «Вәӆэ, әй қуйэм, ҕэтты вɵ̆сән?»
«А тәтты, тәтты ма. Сӓр, а мәнӆәм! Ма сӱкӆам-кӓвӆам қɵ̆ӆҳа әнтә пөҳәӆтәӆәм.
Ӆивәтӆәм кэм!»
Ҕу ӆатнә ӓӆә нɵ̆мӆәмтәҳ. «Ӆӱв төҳи әй қуйэм сӱкӆаӆ-кӓвӆаӆ кӓрәтәӆат».
Йӑқәнам мән. Йӑқә йӑңқиӆәҳ. Әййаҳӆаӆ тɵ̆вә вуҳәтәт. Тɵ̆вә ҕи мәнәт, ҕу қота.
Йӑқә ӆӑңәт. Тэми ҕу ӆɵ̆ви кӓрат ӓӆә тɵ̆т ӆойҳәт.
Йасәң пәтаӆ тɵ̆тты.
In the cemetery2
Two men argued.
One of the men turns around and speaks: “I’m going to the cemetery. It’s good in
the cemetery.”
The other man turns around and speaks: “I’m lying down in the deserted house.”
One man lay down in the deserted house, the other man went to the cemetery.
The man who had gone to the cemetery lay down there. Sometime later at night,
one poor woman got up. She went there. She went to the neighboring house. To her
relatives to look for milk [she went], [and] with a milk bowl she went back.
And he had stretched out his legs there [across her path]. This poor woman tripped
there.

2

English translation of Vasilii Usanov’s story by Stefanie Eckmann and Zsófia Schön.
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“Stupid dog, why on earth did I fall? Furry dead wood, hairy dead wood fell here. I
did not see it before. I spilled my milk I feed my child with. By whom will I be given some
again?”
With this conversation, with this word she went on.
When morning had broken, he got up. He went back there. He simply called his man
who had lain down in the deserted house from outside: “Actually, my friend, are you here?”
“Well, I’m here, here I am. Now, well, I’m coming! I haven’t strung my beads, my
stones together yet. I’m coming outside!”
In that moment he simply understood. “Probably, my friend gets his beads, his
stones strung together.”
He went home. Home he went. He called his relatives there. So they went there, in
this [deserted] house. They went into the house. It comes to light, those bone bundles
strung onto lines simply hung there.
The end of the legend is here.
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“Before the Snow” by Christian Vagt online: Before the Snow.
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I.2 Yosif Kechimov: The Drowned Men3
One time we searched and searched for a drowned man without finding him. In
autumn he began wandering around like a ghost. People drove the snowmobile and
encountered him. He ran directly past the snowmobile. The dogs started to bark. His
children set out and he came towards them.
His wife was in the house with someone, they had just laid down to sleep, when the
dog started barking, as if someone was coming. All autumn we searched and searched for
him in the river and couldn’t find the drowned man. They had already turned off the light,
in a moonlit night. His wife saw the door open. She saw legs and a shadow. He stood there
in front of them. They turned the light back on. He even said something. Such madness.
In the same autumn his oldest son repaired the snowmobile in the shack. Suddenly
he saw a hand move toward him. The shack was well lit. He screamed and quickly ran to the
house, barging through the door. He survived the winter and drowned in summer. He also
died. Evidently it had horrified him too much. Such madness.
People say, he often wandered about. They encountered him on the snowmobile. In
moonlit nights, you saw him walking about. When the dogs noticed him, they started
barking.
We searched and searched and couldn’t find him. In spring, Vaska set out to look for
him, just when the ice on the river had opened up. On the spot where we had searched
before, he surfaced. There lay a log that he had gotten caught on. We had turned
everything in that area upside down, there was nothing there. His net we had also looked
for was found there as well.
A ghost. Then we took him and buried him. We did not even bother to take off his
clothes. All winter he'd laid in overalls which stank terribly. We put him in the grave like
that and the things on top. A ghost.
We are living in a bad century, aren’t we? Such a life has begun. Even the dead begin
to walk about, they say. Bullets miss their target.

3
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This story is available in Russian language with English subtitle in the film “Before
the Snow” by Christian Vagt online: https://youtu.be/OwtiINkdOTE.

I.3 Yuri Vella: A Legend about the Deserted Tent4
A hunter sets off on his reindeer sledge for the squirrel hunt. It’s on the first snow.
He has hunted all day, the wet snowfall has drenched him, he’s exhausted and hungry. He
thinks to himself, “It would be good to find an inhabited place, to spend the night there
and rest.”
He suddenly sees a camp site in front of him. There is a tent encircled by reindeer, a
dog on the leash and smoke rises from the tent. He arrives and fastens the sledge, ties the
reindeer, and as he approaches the tent he hears people talking. There are guests. He
hears the fire crackle and the children play. He walks to the tent, takes the seam of the
tent and opens the entrance.
A cold breath hits him. Impenetrable darkness. Silence, no conversations, no fire.
There is nothing – empty, a dead tent. He is frightened, slams the door and walks to his
sledge.
Behind his back he hears voices. He turns (around) and sees the tent. Smoke rises
from the tent. Conversations are audible from the tent. Women are talking to each other.

4

English translation of Yuri Vella’s story by Stephan Dudeck and Christian Vagt. The original text in
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Men are talking to each other. Children can be heard laughing, playing and fooling around.
He looks around and sees the lashed dog and the reindeer running around in the corral. An
inhabited tent it seems.
He turns around again. “I must have been deluded.” He goes to the tent again and
tears open the entrance. The cold hits him, it’s dark and empty. No one is there, no fire, no
children, no women, no men, absolutely nothing, a dead tent. Just the cold and darkness.
He is terrified, lets go of the door, slams it.
He had heard that according to Nenets custom a tent can become a grave. The
dying man is just left in the tent. You can tell the difference between a living tent and a
grave though. Then the entrance is on the dark side. An inhabited tent should have its
entrance on the sunny side. If somewhere in the forest you come upon a tent, and its
entrance is on the dark side, do not touch the door. Do not enter. Get away from there. It’s
a grave, by no means an inhabited tent.
He is terrified and runs to the sledge. He sits down on the sledge and drives away
without turning his head.
Meanwhile the entrance of the tent opens, and an agile little man jumps out. His
face looks something like this. He is thin and only has half a body, one arm, one leg, half a
torso, half a head, the other part is missing. Such a man, non–man, jumps out. He is holding
a knife in his hand. with a blade worn thin from sharpening. Of a good knife, only a little
remained. He holds this little knife in his hand and hunts after him. He yells, “Where are
you heading? Where do you want to go? Come and taste my knife! Let your blood taste my
knife. This knife I captured from a Russian, ages ago. My knife captured from the Russians.
Why are you running away? Let my knife taste your blood.”
The hunter drives off, without looking back. as if in midair with his reindeer, away
from this place, far, far away from this tent. This is such a small legend, a small story. They
say that such incidents occurred. Therefore, it may well be that this is not a fairy tale but a
true occurrence.
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This story is available in Russian language with English subtitle in the film “Before
the Snow” by Christian Vagt online: https://youtu.be/OwtiINkdOTE.

I.4 Agrafena Pesikova: How to Deal with Ghosts5
In our culture, we live in the forest and always behave quietly. You don’t hear or see
us. Even our traces are invisible, our presence. When a hunter temporarily spends the night
in the forest, he occupies a small piece of land, that’s all. You shouldn’t disturb the beings
living around you. Neither animals nor spirits, neither gods nor devils are to be disturbed.
They live for themselves and we live for ourselves. You simply shouldn’t disturb them.
The point is, we know neither absolute evil nor absolute good. That’s why it's
assumed there are beings favorable to man and there are beings that are neutral and
those that are negative. That doesn’t mean though that beings negative to man are
negative to all living creatures. That’s only what they are to man. Favorable to man are the
gods. The neutral beings are the spirits. And those negative to man are the devils. That’s
how they are divided and not everyone has a name.
If they say, the Khanty worship spirits, that’s not the truth. The Khanty never bow
to the spirits, they try to evade them. No offerings are brought to them and certainly no
sacrifices are slaughtered. An effort is made to not disturb them.

5

English translation of Agrafena Pesikova’s speach by Stephan Dudeck and Christian Vagt. The
original text in Russian is available online https://youtu.be/OwtiINkdOTE.
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They appear in folklore. Forest spirits, for instance, can enter a marriage with
humans, female ghosts with men as well as male ghosts with women. These men and
women attempt to re-enter human society though, they pay with their lives. Sometimes
these beings settle between humans. Humans must act accordingly and not offend them.
Then they bring good fortune to the family or the clan. If they are offended, the ghosts
may curse the clan. And it will be pursued by mischief.
The beyond belongs to the sphere of the earth, as do the devils and the ghosts.
They belong to the sphere of the earth as all female things do, too. This is a part of the
sphere of the earth and is naturally not considered as negative towards man.
All in all, man is freer in the beyond. Man has several souls, and his souls are able to
communicate. In a dream one soul communicates with living people. Another soul hovers
next to the person. In the third soul a being negative to man can settle as a shadow or a
ghost. It’s not the person himself. His soul is being occupied by a negative or a positive
being that communicates with people. It depends on the person himself and how he lived.
If he lived correctly the negative being will not touch his soul. If he has committed
abominable deeds though, an evil being can settle in his soul.
Of course, a lot is changing, and a lot is being forgotten. One must hurry up
nowadays to record and document everything or else my people change their way of life
and all that will be forgotten. Such an enormous spiritual wealth is disappearing. The ritual
of shamanistic trance is virtually disappearing. It is very rarely executed and only in case of
utmost necessity.
Seemingly serious people, scientists occupy themselves with that. Why don’t they
go and describe a trap! But they intrude into the spiritual culture. What for? I don’t ask the
priests either what a Christianity they got there. But they start digging into the soul. What
need do they have for doing that? It would be much better if this scientist were to describe
a trap or a team of reindeer or clothing. That would be a great achievement, wouldn’t it?
But they intrude into what they know nothing about. They aren’t capable of understanding
it.
The technogenous society is Russian speaking and primarily directed toward
Christianity. Christianity is a religion of frames though. That means it is limited by
permissions and restrictions. It sets everything into a specific frame. Paganism is more
complex. It doesn’t pigeonhole but connects everything, human action and the spiritual
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world, culture and clothing, it encompasses everything. The pagan finds it hard to fit into
these frames. That’s why we developed this open reservedness, or this reserved openness.
Here they say: ‘You have eyes, see! You have ears, hear! You have hands, do it! You
have legs, go!’ What to do though, if someone looks and still doesn’t see? What can you do
then?

Images 6 and 7: Frames from the film Before the Snow (2007) by Christian Vagt
online: https://youtu.be/OwtiINkdOTE.

II. Commentary6
We would like to share here with an English-reading audience the way of learning
about the world that our Khanty partners involved us in. While sharing part of the lives of
our Khanty hosts at their forest settlements in the Western Siberian taiga and
forest-tundra, we realized that their ways of gaining knowledge of the world are manifold.
Telling stories is just one of them. The way they educate is not by lecturing. Khanty people
consider direct instructions appropriate for the “Russians”, as they need clear orders and
written instructions. They live according to clear hierarchies of the ones who hold the
power to give orders and the ones who follow them. Khanty contrast their concept of
“know-how”, of skills, ways of doing, and motivations to act, to what they perceive as
6

The interpretation and concepts described below are based on fieldwork of Stephan Dudeck (since
1993) and Zsófia Schön (since 2005) among the Khanty and particularly the Surgut Khanty, including
lengthy times of participant observation and conversations with Khanty elders and especially the
co-authors of this paper. We decided not to cite an individual “informant” for every particular
statement as we have written the paper in conversation and co-authorship with our friends,
teachers and colleagues.
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Russian and what we would call Western forms of knowledge. There is no authority that
“holds” the knowledge, but knowledge appears in the very practice of storytelling, as in
the very act of making experiences, every time anew. What you should learn is to be
attentive, to acquire what we might call the right sensitivity and cultural “background” in
order to understand. For the Khanty, people don’t “possess” knowledge, but become
knowledgeable in the sense of a process and an ability. Knowledge is always a process
which appears during encounters between people and places, situations, and other beings.
On another level, these experiences can be transmitted to others through stories. Both
types of learning are based on the ability to be open and to perceive, but also to be careful
and respectful, to step back and be humble. And to become knowledgeable – able to know
– is the ultimate aim of growing up and learning the skill to share experiences with others
through stories.
II.1. The Ob-Ugric Database containing the legend “In the cemetery”
The first Khanty story, more precisely a yis yaseng (an old saying, a legend), is part
of the “OUDB Yugan Khanty Corpus” of the Project “Ob-Ugric7 database: analyzed text
corpora

and

dictionaries

for

less

described

Ob-Ugric

dialects”

(2014–2017;

oudb.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/). This corpus presents a collection of Yugan Khanty tales and
legends compiled by Zsófia Schön, collected partly with L.N. Kayukova, reflecting modern
spoken language transcribed with IPA characters, glossed according to the Leipzig Glossing
Rules, translated in different languages, and enriched with sound recordings mostly for a
scientific audience (СКРИБНИК et al., 2017; WISIOREK and SCHÖN, 2017). Here, in this
paper, we show the story “In the cemetery” (ID1524 in the corpus) in the Surgut Khanty
Cyrillic orthography. We provide it in a normathised form in order to make it enjoyable for
the speaker community (cf. also SCHÖN, 2020). Both the orthography and the
normathisation are a result of cooperation between Lyudmila Nikolaevna Kayukova and
Zsófia Schön.
“In the cemetery” is about two hunters who have to decide where to spend the
night. One of them decides to sleep in the cemetery, the other in a deserted house. The
focus is on the first man, who sees and hears a dead woman, who searches for food for her

7

We use here the term Surgut Khanty to designate the dialect and the literary standard of the
native language of our Khanty co-authors and Yugan Khanty for the subdialect and the ethnic group
at the Yugan River. They are part of Khanty language of the Ob-Ugric languages (Khanty and Mansi)
in the Finno-Ugric language family.
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child. He even gets in physical contact with her but survives as he is not noticed as a human
being. In the morning he goes back to the deserted house looking for his friend, but it
turns out that he was killed by an Evil Being, the yilekh-kanlekh-ot – translatable as a being
“neither fish nor fowl”, betwixt and between, which is attracted by people’s leftovers and
remains. The Yugan Khanty believe that this Evil Being, at least after seven years of
abandonment, inhabits human houses and kills everybody who enters8. The story ends
with the gruesome picture of the bones of the eaten man, which are put on a string, and a
voice that probably plays games with the survivor imitating his friend. It might also be a
weird form of yilekh-kanlekh-ot way to take care of the remains of his meal – similar as the
humans treat the bones of the animals they kill with respect and deposit the reindeer
bones or the bones of the brown bear in special places.
We represent this legend in one of the Yugan Khanty variants from the storyteller
Vasilii Ivanovich Usanov. He told it to Zsófia Schön at his home in the settlement of Paev
Put (“Cone village”) along the Bolshoy Yugan river in 2015. He was aware that she was
proficient in his native language9, that she knew the plot and had the cultural
understanding for this legend. It is one of the shorter versions of this common plot of
legends among the Khanty. The reduced form demonstrates the (Khanty) listeners’ ability
to fill the gaps with cultural background knowledge. In this way, one could claim big parts
of the story remain non-verbal and implicit. Every time the story is told this background
knowledge and the context of the story appear inevitably in the consciousness of Khanty
listeners. The practice of storytelling among the Khanty is mainly a verbal artform.
Performances might happen in the evening, when everybody is laying on the bed listening
with closed eyes. The more familiar the audience is with the cultural context, the less
elaborated the textual form has to be in order to evoke the richness of meaning of the
story. Our interpretative work of transforming the verbal record and cultural background
into the form of an anthropological text remains an approximation and we therefore
decided to enrich it with the possibility to watch the real-life performance online or to
listen to it in its original. What we attempt here is not a representation of the performance
of Khanty and Nenets storytelling, but an enriched form of translation for diverse
audiences, that should nevertheless not be misunderstood as an attempt to represent the
Khanty performance of storytelling in its whole complexity.

8
9

For further information on the Evil Being cf. (SCHÖN, 2020).
The Yugan subdialect of the Surgut Khanty dialect of Khanty language.
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The fact that milk features in the story might be a recent adaptation to changing
living conditions, as the particular community of Yugan Khanty, Vasilii Usanov belongs to,
did not use dairy products until quite recently. Now milk becomes a staple food especially
for children and is often provided by the state. The storyteller might also have been aware
that Zsófia Schön lives in a city and adapted the story to her horizon of experience.
This element (the food) underlines as well that the world of the dead is ordered by
the same principles as the world of the living. The same parent-child and kinship relations,
as well as obligations between neighbors, exist here. The deceased are longing for the
living as the living are longing and grieve for their loved ones who recently passed away.
Yet, these emotional bindings are perceived as dangerous, as death is perceived as
contagious. The rituals accompanying death often bear the function of setting a clear
border to prevent this emotional attachment from making the world of the living and the
world of the death mix. For the Khanty, these worlds are symbolically opposed to each
other in a mirroring way. What is old becomes young in the otherworld and what is broken
here is whole there. Visits of the dead outside of regulated occasions of commemoration
rituals let the worlds mix and put the existence of the living at risk. The results are rules of
avoidance and taboo to be observed in relation to the deceased and the tendency to
control emotions of grievance and sorrow.
The plot of “In the cemetery” is widely known in the Khanty communities and
different versions were already published10.
The places to be avoided in this type of legend vary. Most often the stories talk
about a deserted house, also about a sacred place belonging to a deity, and sometimes
about a storage building elevated on wooden stilts. All of these places can be inhabited by
non-humans more powerful than man, who is usually killed and eaten when he intrudes.
The story of a deserted tent is presented in the film Before the Snow and told by Yuri Vella.
It might be referring to a very similar being, as its nature is also betwixt and between like
the Surgut Khanty yilekh-kanlekh-ot and it demonstrates a similarly hostile character. In
most cases, the stories strongly urge to keep one’s distance and to be careful as peaceful
coexistence is only possible if one avoids contact. These beings are distinguished from
most other non-humans such as the deities, the deceased, or the animals.

10

To name but a few: ЛУКИНА, 1990; КУЛЕМЗИН and ЛУКИНА, 1978: 157; SIRELIUS, 1983: XI
229–30 for Vakh Khanty; ШАРДИНА, 2017: 17–18 for Tromagan Khanty; SCHÖN, 2016; SCHÖN and
KAYUKOVA, 2017 as well as 2020 for Yugan Khanty; МОЛДАНОВ, 2003: 105, 226; КАКСИНА, 2018:
14–17 for Kazym Khanty.
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II.2 The Film Before the Snow
The second, third and fourth stories are taken from the film: Before the Snow by
Christian Vagt. The film shows three Indigenous storytellers who in different ways share
their stories, experiences, and messages. They speak Russian and make it possible for an
outsiders’ public to explore their culture and region through stories of the dead and of
ghosts, a fairy tale, and warnings to respect the customs. The film was produced on a
minimal budget but with ample support of the storytellers themselves.
The stories were chosen by the storytellers themselves on the request to tell
something about the way Khanty deal with ghosts and the dead. The anthropologist
Stephan Dudeck, who had known the storytellers for more than 10 years already, and the
filmmaker Christian Vagt were aware that such stories are widespread among the Khanty
and Nenets and often told at night when guests are present and to entertain and educate
children in the long winter evenings. All of them live in a bicultural and bilingual
environment, where the Russian language is dominating the public sphere. In many
Indigenous families, the younger generations have already completely switched to the
Russian language. They were quite aware that they were talking through the camera to
people not familiar with the Khanty’s ways of storytelling and they adapted their stories to
a Russian-speaking audience.
Yosif Kechimov tells stories of the relationships with the dead and the tragic
consequences arising from encounters with the ghosts of unburied deceased relatives.
These accounts take place in the shadow of oil exploitation, forced resettlements, and
Christian missionary work, where forest life and traditions of Khanty reindeer herders are
on the decline.
Yuri Vella recounts a Forest-Nenets fairy tale of a campsite both abandoned and
inhabited, silent and filled with voices, a place of refuge and yet a grave guarded by a
threatening inhabitant. Hunter’s stories never have a single message or meaning – Vella
leaves it to the listeners to make their conclusions.
Agrafena Pesikova gave an educational lecture to instruct about Khanty ethics and
worldview while criticizing colonial attitudes by outsiders as well as among researchers.
We recommend the reader of this paper to watch the film in Russian with English or
German subtitles as the stories are portrayed in a visual context and presented in
performances of the storytellers:
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https://christianvagt.com/pages/before-the-snow/
https://youtu.be/OwtiINkdOTE
II.3 Cemetery
The cemetery is literally called the “sacred village” in Surgut Khanty. Both places
mentioned in the story “In the cemetery”, the village of the deceased as well as the
deserted house, are the only places available for sleeping in the story, and the listener
might already know that these places are dangerous and the hunters are at risk. This is
how the story builds suspense. For the Khanty, the deceased relatives do not disappear,
they further exist in a different form and start living another life in the otherworld, which
the cemetery is something like a settlement of. Their life and their community are
modeled in the same way as the ones of the living humans but in a mirrored way (BALZER,
1980: 82; ВОЛДИНА, 2016). What was old in this world becomes young in the other world,
and what was whole here is broken there, day is night and food is just charcoal or ashes.
That’s why the things which people take to this otherworld have to be ritually damaged
during the funeral or commemoration rituals. A mixing of these worlds is considered
dangerous, as is the longing of the living for the dead and vice versa. It creates an
attraction and might cause harm (cf. ИСАЕВА, 1997). If things go wrong, as in the story of
the drowned man who could not be buried according to the customs and thus remained
spiritually in this world, the deceased or other beings associated with the otherworld or
“the sphere of the earth”, as Agrafena Pesikova calls it, might get in touch with the living
humans and cause death or tragedy. As with the cemetery as the home for the deceased
ancestors, this has to be avoided except for clearly defined ritual purposes during daytime
visits observing manifold rules and taboos.
II.4 Abandoned Places and Deserted Homes
The places associated with the human past are of particular ambivalence. On one
side, these are the places formerly inhabited by people and abandoned seasonally or
permanently. These places contain all kinds of human leftovers considered dangerous and
attractive to beings potentially negative to people (ЕРНЫХОВА, 2020). In the case of not
permanently abandoned settlements, these beings can be chased away by cleansing
rituals. In the case of permanently abandoned places, the beings settle permanently and
their power might be stronger than that of humans. The non-human beings are believed to
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feed on humans (cf. for comparison among the Evenki: BRANDIŠAUSKAS, 2018). The
Khanty perspective on other beings is characterized by a general notion of perspectivism11.
Humans are aware that their role of predators in regard to the animals they hunt is not
unique and neither is their habit of hunting and eating other beings. For some animals, but
also other non-human beings, humans might appear as prey. There exist texts that prove
that the evil beings are able to enter social relationships, like for instance reciprocity
relations. Nevertheless, they are man-eaters, something the deceased are not. Maybe the
only being to whom humans can appear as prey but who can become a prey as well and a
source of food for humans is the brown bear, a sacred animal, ancestor, spirit helper, and
son of the supreme god Torum for the Khanty.
II.5 Cultural landscape
The cultural landscape of the Khanty does not know a difference between home
and environment – all parts of the landscape are home to somebody, and these
somebodies are always at their homes or guests in the homes of others. Moving through
the forest, the Khanty know that they are either moving through different areas of their
own homes, they also share with other non-humans, their clan deities or protecting-spirits,
fellow humans, and domestic animals like dogs and reindeer, or they move through the
homes of neighbors – be it fellow humans or the other non-humans, that inhabit the
environment12. In order to understand the Khanty cultural landscape, we have to give up
the division between the inhabited spaces and the wilderness – so common for sedentary
and agricultural societies. Instead we might perceive the landscape as a circulation of
movements and dwelling by diverse beings that human have to go along with (INGOLD,
2017).
Along with settlements, reindeer pastures, hunting grounds and berry picking
forests, the cultural landscape of the Khanty consists of territories of diverse other beings
with which humans have to coexist. Their activities and communities are believed to
function similarly to that of humans and peaceful coexistence means to respect diverse
rules of behavior and ethics in order to demonstrate respect and avoid harm (ПЕСИКОВА,
1999 and 2006). The reindeer herding and hunting lifestyle of the Khanty and their
dispersed settlement pattern make mobility one of the most crucial features of their
culture. Most Khanty families living in the Siberian taiga or forest-tundra inhabit up to four
11
12

Cf. BRIGHTMAN, GROTTI, and ULTURGASHEVA, 2012; PEDERSEN, 2001.
Cf. LEETE, 2017; ДЯДЮН, 2015; БАЛАЛАЕВА, 1999; GLAVATSKAIA, 2010; JORDAN, 2003.
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seasonal settlements they move between in the course of the year. They regularly go on
far-reaching hunting trips and visit neighbors and relatives living far away, or do
pilgrimages to sacred places to take part in collective sacrificial rituals (РУДЬ, 2014).
Mobility is of crucial importance to the life of the Khanty. Moving through the
landscape requires navigating not only through a physical environment, but mainly
through a cultural landscape which is perceived as a social landscape of beings linked by
diverse relationships. To know the rules by which these relationships are negotiated is an
important survival skill for the inhabitants of the forest.
II.6 The Future
Managing the right balance between avoidance and fruitful interaction is one of
the most important tasks in becoming fit to live in the forest. Stories prepare their
listeners for future by allowing for an understanding of past events. Yosif Kechimov
associates the warning voice of the stories with apocalyptic signs, where non-humans and
ancestors start behaving out of the ordinary as dangerous encounters with them become
more frequent, as do tragedies in human lives, accidents, suicides, and unusual deaths.
In the last decades, the environment of the Khanty has changed dramatically. They
have found themselves in the middle of Russia’s biggest oil-producing region surrounded
by oil fields, roads, and oil drilling towers and pumps. Stories about forces limiting human
agency in dramatic ways are approached to make sense of encounters with
industrialization and the colonization efforts of the state.
II.7 Story Time and the Non-Human
The notion of time is important for an understanding of the stories. Khanty are very
much aware that the events told in stories are not happening in the here and now. Stories
belong to different story-realms, they present different layers of the past and different
levels of sacredness and symbolism, levels of mythologization. In opposition to
mythological texts and fairy tales that represent deeper levels of the past, our group of
stories are about common people, perhaps a few generations back, but eyewitness stories
or experiences of close relatives as well. They also involve super-human beings that are
part of the natural environment of humans, animals, plants, etc.. These beings are
comparable to what in the European tradition would be called the supernatural. It would
not be appropriate to call them mythical creatures as they inhabit not only the stories, but
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the real world as well. People have to deal with them in their everyday lives. They
encounter them and might communicate with them, even if contact is mostly avoided. It
would not do justice to the Khanty life experience to treat them as mere symbols.

Image 6:
Oil Spill. Surgut
Region (2000).

Photo: Christian Vagt

II.8 Sociability
Diversity in lifeways and similarity in sociability are principles of human society.
Likewise, the model of Khanty society consists of diverse exogamous patrilineages,
members of which have to observe particular avoidance rules with members of the lineage
their spouse is related to. The ethnic diversity surrounding the Khanty is marked by the
distinction of neighboring peoples – firstly the closely related Mansi, as well as the
neighboring peoples of Nenets, Komi, Tatar and Selkup, with whom the Khanty share
similar ways of living, and the rest – summarily called Russians – people of European
descent who are associated with incoming settlers, representatives of the colonial system,
and political power (cf. NAGY, 2015)
The relationship to all these other human and non-human beings has to be
negotiated, is associated with risk of conflict, is marked by power differences, and the two
ways of regulating it is either through avoidance and distancing or communication through
gift exchange following particular rules of reciprocity.
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II.9 Humbleness
Humbleness in one’s own evaluation of the level of experience and knowledge is a
crucial condition for the Khanty in order to survive in their everyday life in the forest.
Nothing is more dangerous in the environment one shares with more powerful beings and
forces than to overestimate one’s own abilities to act. For our competitive world, which
counts knowledge as a resource to be accumulated, to be held and certified, to be
demonstrated and defended, such concept of knowledge might not be easy to
understand.
II.10 Dealing with Fear
Stories of dangerous encounters build up suspense and allow one to deal with
one’s own fear. We suggest that they might serve the function of installing in the listener
the right amount of attentiveness and fear, that the Khanty require as they move in their
real-life environment. To move in a risky environment requires what one could call fear
management. Moving through the environment, it is important to listen to one’s own
feeling of fear to detect and recognize risks, yet it is as important not to give in to panic
and to restrain one’s own fear to a level that still allows for adequate actions. It is
noteworthy that no one in the Khanty society is frightened by the stories so much as to not
be able to go alone out into forest to pick berries or hunt and risk encounters with
dangerous beings like the brown bear (НАДЬ, 2015). In opposition to the forest inhabiting
Khanty, townspeople and villagers frequently told us about their horror of bears and the
fear of getting lost in the forest, an attitude towards predators and “wilderness” quite
common in Europe as well.
II.11 How to Listen
There are basic ethics of listening to the stories that our Khanty friends asked us to
respect. An important rule is not to interrupt a story. There is even a Khanty story on the
very topic, telling us about the fatal consequences to a man who didn’t recount a story to
its end. The people he evokes in the story later meet him in the middle of a frozen lake,
where a deity punishes him by cutting him into pieces, as he cut the story into parts. The
idea that the protagonists appearing in a story get a reality and presence of their own
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during the storytelling event reflects the imaginative power and ability of the story to
transform time and place for the audience.
II.12 Purpose of Storytelling
Why are these stories told? We would like to distinguish different purposes of
storytelling. The original one is to entertain and to educate. The stories enable people who
understand, are aware of the needed cultural background and have the skill for empathic
and imaginative experience, a virtual living through a narrated event in order to prepare
themselves mentally for risky situations and encounters. Stories might prepare for real-life
experiences, where agency becomes radically limited and for encounters of forces more
powerful than humans. They might assist in deciding when either to fight, to compete, to
avoid and flight, or to submit under the inevitable. They might help to train and acquire
the right amount of endurance or resistance, as well as tolerance, respect, and deference
(КАКСИНА, 2018; ЛУКИНА, 1990).
Another purpose is telling these stories to outsiders, and especially to people who
lack the cultural background and might not be able to use the stories to navigate in the
environment because they lack the sense and knowledge of possible encounters and
diversity of non-human beings shared by the Khanty. For us, it became obvious that our
Khanty partners had hoped that also outsiders might learn from these stories and be able
to be entertained by them.
The authors experiment with possibilities of translation for a non-indigenous
audience. These people in the “West” are linked with indigenous homelands in Western
Siberia through oil and gas-pipelines and through consequences of global warming and
climate change rooted in relations to the environment diametrically opposed to the
indigenous concepts of space and the non-human we encounter in the Khanty stories.
Khanty have made the experience that also in the Khanty society listeners bring different
levels of understanding to the stories and even children will get something out of the told
legends and tales. The most important insight, outsiders might possibly get, is an
impression how much more knowledge and wisdom are possibly hidden between the lines
and behind the strange occurrences depicted than they are able to notice and understand.
The presentation of their culture for an outside public might serve the purpose of
enhancing the respect for the cultural difference and the way of life of the Khanty. It
encourages people to be empathic and support their activities to preserve their
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environment, the Khanty homeland, the forests, swamps and waters, from the grip of the
oil industry which will destroy not only their livelihoods but endanger the sustainability of
human livelihood at large. Khanty activists understand that these stories might contain a
message for outsiders as well – first of all for the outsiders that come to Khanty land to
better understand the way of life, the beliefs and the forest ethics of respect, reciprocity,
and sustainability. Learning about Khanty storytelling and forms of teaching might also
increase an understanding for the ways of Khanty education, for Khanty folklore, and the
Khanty language in general as a medium of transmitting traditions and values.
II.13 Interest of Art and Science
As another source of interest, we identify the scientific disciplines we belong to,
linguistic and cultural or social anthropology, interested in Khanty stories for comparative
research in its form, structures, functions, and social life. Art has a genuine interest in the
traditional forms of storytelling to look for the synergies and overlapping between the
social and cultural critique on Eurocentrism and Western forms of rationalism that is an
important part of European culture as well, not only since Romanticism. The uncanny and
frightening, the role of the unspoken and unseen, silence and darkness, the prevalence of
dark forces and powers limiting human agency as well as rational thought, is something
Khanty artforms and philosophy have in common with movements in global contemporary
art (MORTON, 2016). On the other hand, modern artforms like cinema or multimedia art
might offer new forms of translation and transmission for Khanty storytelling and Khanty
intellectuals, artists, activists, and storytellers are using these new media and forms for
their purposes.
II.14 Beyond the Dichotomy of the Home and the Wild
The presentation of Khanty stories to a broader audience is also motivated by an
outside interest in the Khanty stories. Why is a global audience interested in Khanty
stories? One reason might be the alternative worldviews and perspectives on the
environment in opposition to the ideology of extractivism and management of the natural
environment in the dominant capitalist societies. Such perspectives resonate well with the
critique of hegemonic discourses present in the “West”. On the other hand, folk stories,
not adapted to romantic educational ideals in the tradition of the Brothers Grimm, raise
interest among an audience looking for authenticity in oral traditions. Khanty oral
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storytelling traditions are still alive and the presentations are not toned down for the ears
of children in their description of violence and cruelty. A non-Khanty audience might well
understand and most likely share Khanty experiences of opposing forces in the
environment limiting human existence in quite radical ways. These might not appear in the
form of predators or evil spirits, but in urban folklore and popular culture, we notice a
comparable fascination with violent and threatening beings. Nevertheless, it is important
to understand that the Khanty stories do not fit in the concept of the “Unheimliches”
(uncanny), which became an important concept in European romanticism. There is nothing
opposed to the concept of the home, as the German term’s literal translation suggests, but
an awareness that human homes share the environment with the homes of other beings.
The idea of the wild or wilderness is as absent from the Khanty perception of the
environment as is the idea of the demonic as opposed to the homey and cozy. As we have
seen, the former houses of people can be settled in by men-eating beings of strange
appearance and frightening behavior, that seem to lead a kind of parasitic existence on
these leftovers, dirt, and decay. At least, that’s what attracts them. All stories about
beings, positive as well as negative in their relation to humans, stress that humans have to
find the right behavior to avoid harm, the right gestures of recognition and respect, the
right balance between avoidance and reciprocal exchange of gifts and favors.
II.15 Limits to Knowledge
It would exceed this paper to elaborate in detail on the complex structure of the
Khanty landscape that in some respect links the human body with the cosmological order
and vice versa. It might be important for us that this order is not a fixed and clearly
structured environment. Humans are among the ones who hold only fragmentary
knowledge and should be aware of their impaired ability, to see, to perceive, and to know
what happens around them. Moving through that environment requires knowledge on
how to encounter the unexpected, how to survive with limited knowledge and agency, and
how to find ways to avoid harmful interaction with more powerful beings and to enter a
fruitful conversation with potential allies and protectors with the right amount of respect
and deference.
Stories as the ones we presented above might serve as shortcuts to the knowledge
that is hard to acquire by one’s own try and error experience associated with risks.
Legends transmitted from the ancestors tell us about the possibilities of engaging in
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unexpected encounters while moving through the environment, and speak about certain
places and territories that it are important for every Khanty to know and that she or he
might come across (АДАЕВ, 2013; FILTCHENKO, 2011; DUDECK et al., 2017). These could
be cemeteries, sacred places visited for rituals, landscape features like hills, groves,
swamps or waterways that should be avoided because they belong to beings more
powerful than man.
Some of these places are known to people – some are to be avoided and feared,
because they might cause harm, misfortune, a tragedy like illness or death, some can be
passed with precautions and in observance of rules of taboo – and some can be visited
with offerings. Some offerings have to be made to appease potentially harmful beings and
some serve as places to communicate with beings that are potential protectors and
guardians of particular groups of humans.

Yosif Nikitovich Kechimov (1960–2016) was a Khanty reindeer herder and fisherman in the West
Siberian taiga near the town of Kogalym. During Soviet times he refused to be resettled from the
forest to the village as the oil industry began exploiting the oil fields. He and his family moved to
the land of his mother-in-law instead. Here he built log houses for winter and summer that enabled
him to move between various reindeer pastures and fishing grounds.
Yuri Vella (Yuri Kylevich Aivaseda) (1948–2013) was a Forest-Nenets hunter, reindeer herder, poet
and activist who became famous for his uncompromising stance and numerous protests against the
ruthless ecological destruction of his land by the oil industry. He moved with a small herd of
reindeer to the forest where his family used to live to defend it against being accessed by the oil
company Lukoil.
Agrafena Pesikova (Agrafena Semenovna Sopochina) (born 1951) is a Khanty linguist living in
Lyantor, Western Siberia, specialized in Khanty language and the author of several schoolbooks and
dictionaries of the endangered Surgut Khanty dialect. For decades she led the Surgut Khanty
folklore archive and has collaborated with nearly all linguists and ethnographers working in the
region, such as Lennart Meri for the production of his documentary Sons of Torum in 1985.
Vasilii Ivanovich Usanov (born 1962) is a Khanty hunter and fisherman from the Bolshoy Yugan
River in Western Siberia, where he was born and lives till today. He has finished school after six
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classes and is fluent both in Khanty and Russian. He is not only a gifted storyteller but also an
amateur collector of Yugan Khanty ethnography.
Dr. Stephan Dudeck (born 1970) is an anthropologist working at the European University at Saint
Petersburg, Russia and the Arctic Centre, University of Lapland, Rovaniemi, Finland. He is
collaborating with Indigenous people in the Russian North since more than 25 years in diverse
research projects reaching from oral history, documentation of the bear ceremonial, human animal
relations and resource conflicts.
Dr. Zsófia Schön (born 1982) is a linguist working at the Institute for Finno-Ugric Studies, as well as
at CCL, Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich. She is documenting and publishing Khanty oral
traditions and teaching Surgut Khanty.
Christian Vagt is a photographer and filmmaker based in Berlin. In 2000, he first travelled to Siberia
to photograph the Khanty and Nenets. In 2017, his first film on their struggle, Before the Snow,
premiered at the Berlin International Film Festival.
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